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10/1 “Grab your coat and get your hat; leave your worries on the doorstep…” The 
Sagittarius moon is beautifully aspected to encourage travel, chance and serendipity. 
Keep your eyes open because the only snare is a tendency to move faster than may be 
judicious. With Jupiter still retrograde, it’s important to evaluate any big commitment 
before you jump, but if it’s something from the past, this might be the time to act on it. 
Regardless, this day sets up a charmed weekend for those open to opportunity and 
adventure. Make good choices and you’ll have a beautiful time! “…life can be so sweet, 
on the sunny side of the street!” 
 
10/2 Similar energy to yesterday, although the tempo may slow somewhat. Good day for 
thoughtful decisions concerning finances or aesthetic purchases. Social situations are 
rich with varied perspectives. Go for ones that share international, educational or justice 
themes for expansive ideas. 
10/3 At 1:38 a.m. ET the moon goes VOC* until 4:16 a.m. If you’re awake at that time, 
avoid arguments and over-strenuous activity. Look before you leap! Once the moon 
enters Capricorn, things may settle down with a thud, as many people lock into careful 
decision-making. You may start out feeling a sense of reasonable negotiation, but you 
can expect some kind of withholding in the outcome. This is certainly a good time to pare 
down, edit or make choices, but if you feel like Scrooge, look at it again after Wednesday 
morning. You don’t want to sell yourself short because of fear. 
*Moon VOC/Void-of-Course… in Sagittarius you may want to explore but don’t expect to 
find anything… keep your eye on the gas tank if you go for a long ramble. 
10/4 This is not the day to move forward quickly or risk. Calculate decisions and do your 
bookkeeping. Avoid conversations about love or money, because the overall tone is one 
of limitations. If you have them, listen to your manifestation CDs. You may feel your 
limits today, which is always a gift because when you know where you trip up, you can 
gather extra support in that area. Clean, organize or take on a task you’ve 
procrastinated. Accomplishing something mundane helps make you feel a sense of 
order. Whatever you do, try not to criticize the outcome. 
10/5 The moon is VOC* from 1:58 a.m. ET to 11:18 a.m. Once the moon enters 
Aquarius, excitement can mount. You may sense potential or look around in anticipation; 
you’re on to something, but only time will tell what it is. Jot down words or thoughts that 
catch your attention. It’s highly possible you’re gathering sparks for the engine of an 
upcoming project or vision. Spend the evening in the company of people who challenge 
your routine. If you’re not routine-oriented by nature, find an anchor just in case. 
*Moon VOC/Void-of-Course… in Capricorn, organizing and filing is like a well-oiled 
clock. You might also like to garden or finish up some loose ends from work. 
 
10/6 The early morning may start in conflict, especially if you’re not paying attention. No 
matter how in your head you may be, there are people and objects around you. Once 
the workday begins, this is an excellent day for communication and manifestation. Some 
people may find the energy too high-wired: best tactic is not to take things personally. 
Write, dream, draw, talk. If you need to resolve something with a neighbor or sibling, do 
it. Excellent opportunity to convey creative visions to another, whether with a business, 
artistic or interpersonal slant.  



10/7 Good day to nail down commitments with another. For some that might mean a 
proposal, either romantic or creative. Art and ideas are great ways to expand the 
imagination ordinarily, but today they float and fly. Make concrete plans for the evening 
BEFORE 6:08 p.m. ET when the moon is VOC* If you don’t, you may not be able to 
reenact all the tangents the evening takes…. But with luck, it won’t matter. The moon 
enters Pisces at 9:13 p.m. Time to cuddle up with a film, dance, sample some wine or 
enjoy a long meditation. A Venus/Neptune picture in the sky emphasizes the “in love 
with love” impulse. Meditations. 
Moon VOC/Void-of-Course:… in Aquarius you are apt to get caught up in a discussion or 
a cause which has no resolution. This is an excellent time to visit with friends or bounce 
around ideas, for pure recreation. If you’re trying to solve a problem, you can connect 
the dots much more effectively- later. 
10/8 Get your errands and communications done in the early part of the day. You may 
be delighted with everything you accomplish. Leave the afternoon for love and creativity. 
The moon is VOC* as of 12:51 p.m. ET. *Moon VOC/Void-of-Course… in Pisces, 
creativity may be high, if one is already in the midst of a project. Inspiration is more fluid 
than electric. This is also an excellent time to meditate and do conscious prayerwork or 
volunteer activities. 
10/9  The moon is VOC* ALL DAY. This doesn’t mean it’s a wash (although I wouldn’t 
plan an out-of-doors activity, because the weather may disappoint). There’s a rich loam 
in the energetic field since Venus moves into Scorpio. Memories may be particularly 
heightened and the intuitive sense expands. Today works best if you let it flow. *Moon 
VOC/Void-of-Course… in Pisces, creativity may be high, if one is already in the midst of 
a project. Inspiration is more fluid than electric. This is also an excellent time to meditate 
and do conscious prayerwork or volunteer activities. 
10/10 Hopefully you’ve planned your outfit the day before, because you may be a bit 
indecisive this morning. Unless you’re a late riser, give yourself time to ease into the 
day, that way the odds are better that you won’t forget something before you leave the 
house. The moon enters Aries at 8:57 a.m. ET. Gears shift quickly and demands 
increase. This is a high-power day, although it may be particularly stressful for cardinal 
sign people (Aries, Cancer, Capricorn, Libra). In spite of an uphill experience, the more 
items you can cross off your “to do” list, the greater the eventual satisfaction. 
 
10/11 A fast-paced day, especially for fire signs (Aries, Leo, Sagittarius). Regardless of 
your horoscope, you may be considering what YOU want in relation to what S/HE wants. 
 The Aries Full Moon occurs at 10:06 p.m. ET. At 18° 24”, the Sabian symbol for the 
Moon is: “The magic carpet” and the Sun: “A gang of robbers in hiding”. These are 
striking images for the full moon that has to do with an individual’s desire vs. 
relationships. If the longing is about taking flight and disappearing high and above the 
rabble, then it becomes hard to reconcile with the solar impulse of immersion into a mob. 
But the image of an alliance of thieves is not one that conjures a noble reason for union. 
 
The more appealing image is to soar above criminal intent. At the full moon, the 
emotional body is charged by the light (or insight) of the Sun. So your intelligent mind 
has an opportunity to merge with the heart of your soul. In this case, it’s as though the 
part of you that hides through another throws a beam on your heartfelt desire. What is it 
that you are unable to bring down to Earth because the drive is so illusive. It might feel 
as though your wishes were stolen to make them real, or it may be that until you share 
that goal with another, that you will run forever from potential thieves and therefore never 
make it tangible in your life. This is an opportunity for reflection…. I’m betting it will be a 
beautiful night. 



10/12 Writers may want to get up early and enjoy the inspirational mood symbolized in 
the Mercury/Neptune picture. Some people might have an M.I.A. sensation as they look 
for another. Be very clear in your communications; assume nothing, reinforce post-its 
with tape. The moon is VOC* as of 8:08 p.m. ET. When it enters Taurus at 9:35 p.m., be 
sure you’re somewhere you can rest. Savor tastes, enjoy plush fabrics and give a wide 
berth to people who annoy you. *Moon VOC/Void-of-Course… in Aries, do some 
movement- either exercise, walk or drive… because the desire to move forward can be 
thwarted by the VOC. If you’re going somewhere new make sure you have clear 
directions and a map because fast movement can miss turns. 
 
10/13 Mercury enters Scorpio: ‘tis the season to read/watch mysteries. You may notice 
an increase in probing questions. A Venus/Pluto picture emphasizes the desire for 
people to find out more about people/places that intrigue them. This may not be 
comfortable in all cases; make appropriate boundaries. Very strong day for research and 
accomplishing tasks. Keep a healthy skepticism because things are not always what 
they seem. 
10/14 Tension is on the rise, depending on your horoscope. It is helpful to enjoy 
workouts, walks, Tai Chi, but do not push past your capabilities. People may overextend 
their reach which leads to confusion. Better to do too little, than do too much. 
Compliment the Taurus moon by enjoying a nice meal (but don’t over-do!). Buyers may 
suffer remorse if they don’t exercise their research impulse and common sense. 
10/15 The moon is VOC* from 6:52 a.m. ET to 10:15 a.m. Once the moon enters 
Gemini, you may start to have more fun (especially if you’re an air sign- Gemini, Libra, 
Aquarius) and you love to chat and multi-task. There’s plenty of that going on today, but 
if you want to get outside, you better turn off your computer. Moon VOC/Void-of-
Course… in Taurus, relaxation is demanded. You can try to accomplish a big task, but 
that couch looks awfully inviting. Give in and let yourself enjoy a leisurely lunch and your 
productivity will increase afterwards. 
10/16 If you want to know your neighbors or siblings better, today’s a good day for it… 
just be ready for anything (or be careful what you ask for- as the saying goes). Even if 
you thought you’d be tired, energy keeps coming through today. But you can burn 
yourself out and tomorrow’s a work day. 
10/17   Moon VOC* from 6:18 p.m. ET to 9:38 p.m. when it enters Cancer. Try not to 
lock horns because hurt feelings can lead to further misunderstanding.  Moon VOC/Void-
of-Course… in Gemini, conversations can be particularly misunderstood; avoid important 
correspondence or phone calls. Great time to clean out old emails and tidy up your 
desktop. 
10/18 Some people can be very short-tempered in the morning, especially water signs. If 
you take it personally, you might want to work on releasing whatever negative thoughts 
are stuck in you… in the end, you’re the one it’s eating up. 
The afternoon can be much more fun, but avoid starting anything new. Make a yummy 
dinner instead, go out or get invited over a good cook’s home. 
10/19 Very rocky day, the more naturally you are as a “feeling” person, the rougher the 
ride. Plan a bath, a bowl of comfort food and a conversation with someone who loves 
you… even without words. The moon is VOC* at 11:30 p.m. ET, and then the vise starts 
to relax. *Moon VOC/Void-of-Course… in Cancer, be by the water, time with family or 
sifting through memorabilia. Lovely time to enjoy a picnic or meal with no time 
constraints. 
 
10/20 The moon in Leo sets up an exuberant day to play and take chances, but be alert 
that you might bite off more than you can chew. Endeavors have a good chance of 



ending well, but you may hit some bumps along the way. This can be a fun evening of 
entertainment, especially for people who love film, drama, glamour or just plain silliness. 
10/21 Careful in the morning that you don’t step on any toes. Once you pass any 
awkward space, the day unfolds with great potential. The moon in Leo, coupled with a 
Sun/Neptune picture bodes well for creative enterprise with terrific follow-through. Spend 
the evening out in elegant surroundings, or light candles for a special moment at home. 
10/22 The moon is VOC* from 8:35 a.m. to 10:41 a.m. Once it enters the Virgo moon, 
it’s time to focus on the task at hand. You can accomplish a lot today, which may be 
restorative health-wise or eventually lucrative. Good time to work out a new routine or 
introduce a new pet to your home. *Moon VOC/Void-of-Course… in Leo, you do well to 
play: window-shop, go to a museum or performance, flirt, make some artwork. 
 
10/23 The Sun enters Scorpio today and with the Virgo moon, this sets up excellent 
energy for a transformational outcome. Good day for therapy or medical appointments 
geared towards strengthening your emotional, psychological or physical health. Lovely 
day to bond with people whose company you really enjoy. The moon is VOC at 4:47 pm. 
*Moon VOC/Void-of-Course… in Virgo, it’s great for organizing, finessing a project or 
exercise routine and clearing out closets. 
10/24 Be sure to enjoy the sweet things in life with the Libra moon: visual art or music, a 
beautiful vista, dessert, hold hands. There’s an edge in the air, especially in the 
afternoon, but it does not have to cut your enthusiasm. If you’re negotiating or in legal 
discussion, this is a good time to rake over points of disagreement. Keep your vision, 
listen, smile and in the end things begun tend to improve for the better.  
10/25 After yesterday’s friction, you can really stretch into enjoying Libra moon activities. 
Laugh, dance and apply yourself to “working it”, especially in areas of relationship and 
creativity. Flow is in your favor. 
10/26 The early morning is a good time to write your list of things you’d like to make 
happen at this time of the moon and sun convergence in Scorpio. Scorpio energy is 
about merging with another in deep and taboo ways… not taboo necessarily because it’s 
sexual, but sometimes the greater taboo is about money. How open and honest with one 
another about finances are you with your partner? How honest about monetary 
investments and goals are you with yourself? 
 
This sometimes is the greatest taboo because money represents where we put our 
values. Being open about this can drive a wedge in a relationship. Then again, it has the 
potential to forge a deep and lasting one. The moon is VOC* from 8:19 am to 11:08 a.m 
when it enters Scorpio. Once this occurs you may notice conversations get quieter and 
an increased desire for privacy and focus. 
The Scorpio new moon occurs at 3:56 p.m. The Sabian symbol is “a youth holding a 
lighted candle”.  This image conjures a deepening of September’s lunar action, 
demonstrating how the illumination of emotion lights up an individual. Since human 
emotions are a huge percentage of what propelled our evolution thousands of years ago, 
the light of the flame of emotion within us is what ignites the coming shift. 
Coupled with a Mars/Venus picture in the sky, it begs for greater understanding of any 
conflict you may have in what you  value as opposed to what you desire. Although this 
may not be the time to leave a job you dislike but pays the rent, it is time to reflect on 
what you’d like to create to feel more fulfilled in the long run. Hold off beginning anything 
until the 28th, but plan, visualize and strategize. 
This configuration also can indicate a great deal of passion, so you may want to enjoy an 
evening with a special someone or attend a performance of high operatic drama. 
*Moon VOC/Void-of-Course… in Libra, enjoy a museum, music, dance. It may be lovely 



to be with someone you love as long as you don’t initiate any major discussions. 
 
 
10/27 Roiling emotions can turn an innocent comment into a full-blown argument. Do 
your best to step back to an objective point if you find yourself whipped up in a torrent of 
hurt or angry feelings. If you don’t get on with mom or another lady in your life, put off 
that phone call or visit for another day. 
This is a terrific day to write out ideas, grievances and dreams. Often it’s better to put it 
on paper before you take it to the table; even if you never share the thoughts with 
anyone after you’ve admitted them. Highly creative day for artists, musicians and the 
theatre arts. 
10/28 You may feel as if you got out of the wrong side of bed today; blessed are those 
who can sleep past the morning bumps. There are authors and interpreters who believe 
this is the true date that ends the Mayan Calendar. As you may know, December 21, 
2012 is the day active in most of the public’s imagination for this occurrence. I am not 
going to argue for either date because my sense is this is a culminative process for our 
spiritual evolution. 
 
What I like about this day is it has a great deal of power to it, once we get to late 
morning. The moon is VOC* from 7:49 to 10:45 a.m. Once the moon enters Sagittarius, 
the air crackles with potential and people are apt to take risks they wouldn’t ordinarily 
consider. A Mercury/Mars configuration emphasizes the importance of listening carefully 
and don’t believe something just because it’s what you want to hear. Take the time to 
backtrack a conversation to be sure you got it right, or you might leave the store with 
less change than you deserved. In the end, a Jupiter/Pluto picture will enable many to 
feel the power they need to go the distance, but make sure you only take on what is true 
to yourself. 
This is also a fun day for parties, meeting people from exotic places and travel. It bodes 
well for a lively weekend. Moon VOC/Void-of-Course… in Scorpio, you may find a lost 
object when you clean or if you’re trying to finish something up you may have trouble 
ending it…. might be better to curl up with a mystery, if possible.   
10/29 Lots of exuberant energy and the ability to carry out goals. Enjoy travel, the out-of-
doors, animated conversation and sports events. 
10/30 The moon is VOC* from 9:31 a.m. to 12:39 p.m. Once the moon enters Capricorn, 
there may be a more serious tone to the day. It’s time when people who pay attention to 
the seasons notice the whisper in the dry leaves of the voices of their ancestors and the 
elementals. Whether or not you’ve ever been aware of this, the great wheel is turning in 
the sky and we are entering the deepening of the dark cycle. This is a time to seed great 
transformations within you and a time of releasing the past that no longer serves. This is 
an excellent day to apply yourself to a long-term goal, work out financial strategy and 
visit with your elders.  *Moon VOC/Void-of-Course… in Sagittarius you may want to 
explore but don’t expect to find anything… keep your eye on the gas tank if you go for a 
long ramble. 
 
10/31 Halloween has a Capricorn moon with a Venus/Neptune picture demonstrating 
possible tension between what you value and what you wish in the bigger spiritual 
picture. It might be a healing time to decide what you want to contribute to, if you haven’t 
spent a lot of time with charitable contributions. This isn’t necessarily money; it may be 
that part of you wants to volunteer a service. On the other hand, you may be 
overextended with giving away your time and/or money, and now it’s time to take back 



your resources. 
This is the time when the veil is said to be thin between our worlds or dimensions. Allow 
yourself meditation and reflection time. This is a very powerful day to bring in the love, 
gifts and visions that the Universe has intended for you. Eat a judicious amount of candy 
and share your sweetness as generously as you want it returned. 
 
 
 


